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Instructions
Cílem práce je navrhnout a implementovat SW aplikaci, která umožní detekovat a následně sledovat osoby
v kamerových záznamech z kamer, jejichž pohledy se mohou částečně překrývat. Výstupem aplikace jsou
strukturované datové údaje o pohybu osob v prostoru a čase. Na  základě dat budou následně stanoveny
trajektorie jednotlivých osob a souhrnné statistiky.
1) Seznamte se s úlohou sledování osob v kamerových záznamech a proveďte rešerši stávajících metod,
včetně vhodných SW knihoven.
2) Navrhněte vlastní robustní SW aplikaci s využitím dostupných SW knihoven, která umožní vyhodnocovat
kamerové snímky a získané údaje převádět do podoby strukturovaných dat pro další zpracování.
3) Navrženou aplikaci implementujte ve vhodném programovém prostředí. Využijte knihovnu OpenCV a
další SW z bodu 1.
4) Ověřte funkčnost aplikace na reálných datech.
5) Dosažené výsledky vyhodnoťte a diskutujte výhody a nevýhody zvoleného přístupu.
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Abstrakt
Hlavn´ım c´ılem teto pra´ce je navrhnout a implementovat softwarovou aplikaci,
ktera´ umozˇn´ı detekovat a na´sledneˇ sledovat osoby v kamerovy´ch za´znamech
z neˇkolika kamer. Uzˇivatel te´to aplikace bude mı´t mozˇnost nahra´t videa z
kamer do souboru, zpracovat je a z´ıskat strukturovane´ vy´sledky. V teto pra´ci
prova´d´ım rozbor mozˇny´ch rˇesˇen´ı, jake´ jsem zvolil a popsal jsem implementacˇn´ı
detaily. Take´ jsou prezentovany vy´sledky pra´ce a popis zvolene´ho prˇ´ıstupu
testova´n´ı.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova pocˇ´ıtacˇove´ videˇn´ı, detekova´n´ı lid´ı, sledova´n´ı lid´ı, OpenCV,
neˇkolik kamer, odcˇ´ıta´n´ı pozad´ı
Abstract
The main goal of thesis is to propose and implement software application that
will be able to detect and track people using several video cemaras. User of
this application will be able to record videos from cameras, process them and
get easy-to-read output. The thesis explores existing technniques, describes
selected method and presents implementation details. Results and testing
approach are also presented.
ix
Keywords computer vision, people detection, people tracking, OpenCV,
several cameras, background subtraction
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Introduction
In this chapter I will introduce you to the problem domain being studied by
this thesis. If you are familiar with this subject you can skip the chapter and
continue reading from Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 if you are interested only in
implementation of project.
People tracking is a difficult and very challenging task in many domains.
It can be used in different systems such as intelligent surveillance, player
tracking in sport, pedestrian counting systems and many others. Intelligent
surveillance has a wide range of applications. It is used in home security
[1], crime prevention [2], video surveillance for child care [3] etc. Moreover,
tracking can be used to solve logistical problems. Information about people
movement within office rooms or waiting halls might be helpful for companies
in order to improve their indoor space and arrangement. Places with high
traffic density and ineffective usage of space can cause inconvenience for cli-
ents and employees, which in turn can slow company business processes and
reduce income. For example, unoptimized reception desk locations can cause
unmanaged queue of customers. I suggest that analyzing people movement
data can solve problems of this nature and optimize working space.
Studying this research field I could highlight two main directions. There
are solutions that make use of specific hardware devices for their needs and
camera based solutions. System shown in [4] uses special sensors to keep track
of nearby foot traffic. Camera based solutions can be divided to two types:
single-camera and multi-camera based systems. [5] presents a system that
acquires images from multiple cameras to detect people. In [6] stereo cameras
are used to show how depth information can be employed to achieve better
human tracking. Atsushi Yamashita et al. [7] describe multiple cameras hu-
man tracking based on face detection and mean shift. There are also examples
of single camera tracking systems [8, 9].
An increasing number of related studies and papers show a growing interest
in this field. Nowadays the development of this area is conditioned partly by
lower price of computing power and camera sensors, while the price of manual
1
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surveillance and its inefficiency cannot be justified in some situations. Some
tasks that were recently infeasible just become possible as it’s shown in [10, 11].
In some ways people tracking is a subcategory in a broader domain which
studies object tracking generally. This object can be a car in traffic tracking
system, a tennis ball which is tracked by special cameras during a game or
a special marker for augmented reality. What makes human tracking more
difficult is that they are very dynamic objects. They tend to change position
and posture. Furthermore, people have different height and body proportions.
As a result, it’s vital for people tracking systems to be flexible, so it can handle
as many different situations as possible.
Objectives
The goal of this project was to create an application for people detection using
a multiple camera approach and methods from computer vision. Cameras are
intended to be placed at the top of the office rooms and are not movable. Since
it’s an indoor environment, the background has to be a mostly static image.
The application has to be able to record video from several cameras, process
this video and show results as a heat map of the recorded space. Heat mapping
is a convenient way to represent 3-dimensional data. In this case, first two
axes are floor space coordinates and the third axis is a frequency with which
an object occupies any given coordinate. To solve this task I had to study
possible solutions, propose the solution which will be the most applicable in
this case and implement it using existing software libraries.
Thesis outline
This thesis consists of six chapters. In this introduction, I provided motiv-
ation and background information about related problem. I’ve made a brief
introduction to computer vision and algorithms in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2
I’ll formally define requirements of application. In Chapter 3 I will make a
brief summary of methods which are used in existing systems. Chapter 4 will
be dedicated to conceptual solution arrived upon research stage. Neither pro-
gramming terms nor diagrams won’t be used yet. Chapter 5 will reveal imple-
mentation details. Testing mockup I’ve been using is described in Chapter 6.
2
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Theoretical background
In this chapter I will provide you a brief theoretical background. I will tell
what computer vision is and how it’s related to the main problem of this
thesis. I will discuss several types of computer vision algorithms. Some of
them were used to implement application (see Chapter 4). At the end of the
chapter, problem of occlusion is also mentioned.
1.1 Computer vision
Computer vision constitutes a field which is closely linked with artificial in-
telligence. The main goal of computer vision is processing digital images and
extracting useful information from them [12]. It makes computer vision an
ideal source of possible solutions to solve object tracking problem. Studies
which led to rudimentary computer vision started almost a half century ago
[13]. Implementation of many computer vision algorithms only recently be-
came available due to the rapid evolution of hardware. It’s even possible to
run some of them on mobile devices [14]. In some sense, computer vision
helps a computer to understand images. Before extracting any information a
computer usually must to preprocess an image. This is due to the fact that
there is no ideal camera hardware and almost any frame can have some kinds
of distortions or deformations. To deal with such a problem computer vision
developed a range of preprocessing algorithms able to make image more clean
and ready for further workflow stages. Figure 1.1 shows an example of noise
removal from an image. As you can see, it makes the image more smooth.
In some cases smoothness of frame can have a key influence on further al-
gorithm steps. Morphological operations are special algorithms which help to
preprocess image. They are described in more detial in the section below 1.2.
Once the image is filtered, it’s possible to extract relevant features. Some
commonly used features are:
• Color information
3
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Figure 1.1: Noise reduction
Taken from [15]
• Edges and corners
• Blobs (adjacent, similarly colored pixels / groups of pixels with similar
properties)
• Patterns of pixel colors
Figure 1.2 shows an example of circle - features detection. More about
image features in 1.3.
1.2 Morphological operations
One specific type of computer vision algorithms deserves a special attention.
These algorithms are also called morphological transformations. The two main
operators are Erosion and Dilation. They are implemented by so called struc-
turing element or kernel which is passed through every pixel and applies some
recoloring changes to them. Type and size of kernel define how and how strong
each pixel influences its neighbor pixels. Opening and Closing are derived op-
erations from Erosion and Dilation operations [17].
1.2.1 Erosion operator
Erosion erodes (removes) away border pixels of foreground areas. The erosion
operator helps to remove some noise. To better understand how erosion works
see Figure 1.3. Only pixels with all white neighbors (non-border pixels) are
left white. Pixels that have some non white neighbors (border pixels) are
4
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Figure 1.2: Feature extraction
Taken from [16]
Figure 1.3: Erosion operator
Taken from [17]
removed. Applying this operator some scattered single pixels can be removed
from the image.
1.2.2 Dilation operator
Dilation operation is the opposite of erosion operation. It adds more border
pixels to the foreground area. As shown in Figure 1.4, pixels that were non
white but had at least one white neighbor became white too.
5
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Figure 1.4: Dilation operator
Taken from [17]
Figure 1.5: Opening operator
Taken from [17]
1.2.3 Opening operator
Since an eroding operator can remove not just noise pixels but important
pixels too, it’s very helpful to apply dilation operator right after eroding. In
some ways it will prevent pixel loss of the object. This is why the opening
operator exists. It’s implemented just as an erosion followed by dilation. On
Figure 1.5 you can see an example of opening operation. It is used to safely
remove noise.
1.2.4 Closing operator
A closing operator is a dilation followed by an erosion. Usually it is used to
”close” holes in the foreground areas. See Figure 1.6.
6
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Figure 1.6: Closing operator
Taken from [17]
1.3 Color histograms and back projection
One of the most important features of the image is a color distribution. To
model color distribution histograms are used. Histograms are just counts of
data. This data is organized into a set of predefined bins [18]. It can be used
to keep count of color intensities. Figure 1.7 is an example of RGB (Red Green
Blue color model) image histogram.
Moreover, color model combined with a back projection algorithm can be
used to track objects. Back projection is an algorithm which calculates the
probability of a pixel belonging to a object described by its color model [19].
Figure 1.8 shows an example of a back projection algorithm. Blue border
contains pixels that were used as a sample to build color model. On the
picture below, results of back projection are shown. Pixels which have the
highest probability to belong to the color model are extracted (white).
1.4 Occlusion problem
One of the most difficult problems in detection is several objects occlusion.
There are cases when one object is overlapped by another and only part of this
object is visible. In order to be able to track each object individually we need
to have a way to recognize them during or after occlusion. Pierre F. Gabriel
et al. [21] identify two main approaches of solving this problem. One of them
is called Merge-Split (MS) approach. Methods using this approach tend to
merge blobs 1 into a single new blob, as soon as they are being occluded
by each other. When objects move away from each other, this new merged
blob is divided on initial blobs that existed before occlusion. It could be also
considered as a group of people which is divided to individual persons. The
1Blob (sometimes called target) usually means object or a group of objects [21]
7
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Figure 1.7: RGB image histogram
Taken from [20]
Figure 1.8: Back projection example
Taken from [19]
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Figure 1.9: Merge split approach
Taken from [21]
Figure 1.10: Straight through approach
Taken from [21]
second approach described in [21] is called Straight-Through (ST) approach.
Methods that follow this approach simply continue to track individual blobs
through the occlusion. They do not attempt to merge them.
The method that uses Merge-Split approach is described by Ahmed M.
Elgammal et. al [22]. Main idea of this method is that almost every human
has its own color palette of clothes. Hence we can use color information to
differentiate individual persons in the crowd. People tracking framework de-
9
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scribed in [22] uses Kernel Density (KDE) Estimation [23] method to estimate
probablity density function of human clothes being colored in some particular
way.
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Requirements
In this chapter I will formally define requirements of my application. There
are two types of requirements: functional and non-functional. Every require-
ment has its own ID, title and brief description. Functional requirements 2.1
describe what a software should do, while non-functional requirements 2.2 tell
how the system will do that. In the listing below 2.3 use cases are also presen-
ted. Use case is an another way to describe requirements. It describes the
sequence of interactions between actors and the system necessary to satisfy
user’s goal.
2.1 Functional requirements
Requirement ID FR1
Title Calibrate cameras
Description
User of this application should be able to
manually calibrate cameras, which is a ne-
cessary step for recording video.
Table 2.1: FR1
Requirement ID FR2
Title Record and save video
Description
After the camera is calibrated, user may
want to record video and save it with cal-
ibration data.
Table 2.2: FR2
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Table 2.3: FR3
Requirement ID FR3
Title Open and process video
Description
This is the main requirement of the ap-
plication. User should be able to choose
which recorded video to open and process
it.
2.2 Non-functional requirements
Requirement ID NR1
Title GUI (graphical user interface)
Description Application must to have graphical userinterface.
Table 2.4: NR1
Requirement ID NR2
Title Video processing control
Description
User must be able to control video
processing. Following control elements
must be implemented: ”Start Processing”,
”Pause Processing” and ”Process One
Frame”.
Table 2.5: NR2
Requirement ID NR3
Title Variable camera number
Description
Application has to support variable cam-
era number. Since exact number of cam-
eras is not known in advance, software
must to be flexible for any number of cam-
era devices.
Table 2.6: NR3
12
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2.3 Use Cases
Use Case ID UC1
Title Calibrate cameras
Primary Actor User
Description
User accesses the camera recording win-
dow, selects points on the image and
enters corresponding logical coordinates.
Steps
1. User selects ”Record video” menu item.
2. Application shows window with camera
views.
3. User navigates mouse cursor to the
camera view and selects a point.
4. Application shows a dialog with text
fields for logical coordinates of this point.
5. User enters logical coordinates and
presses ”Ok” button.
6. User clicks button ”Save calibration”.
Extensions
2a. No cameras are available at the mo-
ment.
- 2a1. Application displays error message
saying no cameras are available.
5a. User enters incorrect data.
- 5a1. Application displays error message
saying data is incorrect.
- 5a2. User enters data again.
6a. Number of selected points for every
camera does not equal four.
- 6a1. Application displays error message
saying there are not enough points selec-
ted.
Table 2.7: UC1
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Use Case ID UC2
Title Record video
Primary Actor User
Preconditions All cameras are calibrated (UC1).
Description User accesses the camera recording win-dow, starts recording video.
Steps
1. User selects ”Record video” menu item.
2. Application shows window with camera
views.
3. User clicks button ”Record Video”.
4. Application starts recording video.
5. User clicks button ”Stop recording”.
6. Application stops recording video,
saves archive with video files.
Extensions
4a. Calibration is not saved yet.
-4a1. Application displays error message
saying cameras are not calibrated yet.
Table 2.8: UC2
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Use Case ID UC3
Title Open and process video
Primary Actor User
Preconditions Video is recorded (UC2).
Description User opens record video file. Controls itsprocessing.
Steps
1. User clicks ”Open file” menu item.
2. Application opens file, parses calibra-
tion matrices, shows frame views for every
camera.
3a. User clicks ”Start Processing” button.
4a. Application starts processing videos
continuously frame by frame. Program
draws borders around detected people and
shows output on the console.
3b. User clicks ”Process One Frame” but-
ton.
4b. Application processes only one next
frame. Program draws borders around de-
tected people and show output on the con-
sole.
3c. User clicks ”Pause Processing” but-
ton.
4c. Application stops processing videos.
5. When all frames are processed, applic-
ation shows message saying processing is
done.
Table 2.9: UC3
2.4 GUI mockups
Graphical user interafce mockups show how implemented application should
look like. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show proposed views of the two main
windows of the application. Main window should be used for processing videos
and showing output. As is stated in non-functional requirement NR3, main
window has three main user interface elements allowing to have control over
video processing. Mockups show only three cameras case. But requirement
NR4 is still met by dynamically changing number of camera viewers.
15
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Figure 2.1: Main window mockup
Figure 2.2: Record video window mockup
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Human detection techniques
It’s logical to assume that the application has to be able to detect people on
the image before tracking them. Such problem was recently addressed in many
other works. Several techniques described by them can be used to perform
tasks involving people detection. Some of them are more applicable than
others. Endri Dibra [11] divides all known people detection techniques into
three categories. These are silhouette based, appearance based and motion
based. In this chapter I’ll give a little summary of some of them.
3.1 Silhouette based approach
Approaches based on silhouettes use object contours to match them to pre-
computed models [11]. There are good examples of this approach [24, 25, 26,
27]. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the silhouette-based tracking method.
Nevertheless, using silhouettes is more appropriate for tracking a single
person, since it can be unreliable to detect people within groups because of
occlusions, complex backgrounds and other constraints [28]. Also, this method
usually does not deal well with partially occluded objects [11].
3.2 Appearance based approach
Appearance based approach is one of the most used nowadays. This kind of
technique usually consists of two main parts: feature extraction and classi-
fication. Classification is a machine learning method which builds predictive
models to classify new input data. Usually we need a training set, which is
data that has been classified already [29]. An algorithm that implements clas-
sification is called a classifier. In computer vision applications, classifiers are
trained by positive examples (people) and negative examples (non-people). It
learns to recognize people on the image based on extracted feature vectors.
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Figure 3.1: Silhouette based tracking
Taken from [27]
Methods based on appearance in turn are divided into holistic approaches
and parts based approaches [11]. Holistic techniques tend to model human
body as a whole object. Feature vectors are extracted for the object’s whole
body. Part based methods try to model each body part separately. Each of
these methods has its pros and cons.
3.3 HOG
One of the most used appearance based techniques is HOG. HOG stands for
Histogram of Oriented Gradients. It was first described by Robert K. McCon-
nell in a patent application in 1986 [30]. It’s a feature descriptor. The main
goal of a feature descriptor is to extract useful information and throw away
the extraneous. In this case useful information is a distribution of directions
of gradients. The main idea of this method is that local object appearance
and shape can be characterized by the distribution of local intensity gradients
[31].
Histograms are calculated for pixels within small image regions, often
called ”cells”. A histogram itself is a vector of 9 numbers for each direc-
tion, as shown in Figure 3.3. Usually several normalization steps are applied.
These result in less variance in lighting and shadowing. The HOG descriptor
is the concatenation of all these histograms. Data stored by the descriptor is
fed into a recognition system based on supervised learning. This system has
to decide whether object described by histograms is human or non-human.
The SVM (support vector machine) is frequently used in this case. Support
vector machine is a supervised learning model that is used to analyze data for
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of oriented gradients
Taken from [32]
Figure 3.3: Histogram of oriented gradients
Taken from [34]
classification problems. More information is presented in [33].
There are several advantages of using this method. It remains relatively
unaffected by lighting changes and local geometric transformations. It can
also be tuned for different applications. This method can be retrained to
detect edges of any other objects. For example it’s mentioned in a paper [35]
about vision-based system for automatic hand washing quality assessment. It
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can be used for vehicle detection [36]. In [11] this technique is used to detect
different poses of the human figure.
As I’ve mentioned before, there are two types of appearance based meth-
ods. Histogram of oriented gradients can be applied for both of them. When
using a global (holistic) approach, HOG is used as a feature descriptor for
the complete object. In a part-based approach it’s possible to use several
descriptors for body parts. Part-based variation works well with moving body
parts and is more able to handle occlusions but it’s also more difficult to
implement and it has a greater algorithmic complexity.
3.4 Background subtraction
Background subtraction is an object movement detection method. Mostly, it is
used as a preprocessing step in other techniques [11]. Background subtraction
is a process of movement detection inside of the video frame. [37] It’s worth
noting that background subtraction is mainly used with video records. Back-
ground subtraction consists of two steps. The first is the learning background
step. Before any processing is done, algorithm has to create a mathematical
model of the background. An example of a model could be a matrix of the
calculated mean and standard deviation for every pixel in the image. The
second step is calculating the difference between current and previous frames.
Usually it’s done for every pixel. If this difference is bigger than the threshold,
then this pixel belongs to the foreground. Otherwise it’s a background pixel.
Output of this last step is a binary image of the background and foreground
areas.
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Conceptual solution
Since my goal is to create a people tracking system for an indoor environment
without multiple scene transformations and illumination changes I chose back-
ground subtraction to detect foreground areas on the image. Since background
subtraction itself cannot differentiate human bodies, further processing is ne-
cessary. To track each person individually color model and position data were
combined. In Figure 4.1 you can see overall pipeline of the application. As a
first step, frame image is fetched from selected video source. Following steps
will be discussed in the next sections below. Figure 4.2 will be reference image
for further examples in this chapter. Male person (on the left side) and female
person (on the right side) are presented on the scene.
4.1 Background subtraction
As I’ve mentioned in previous chapter, background subtraction is used to
extract foreground pixels of the image. In case of this task, it’s well suited for
the detection of moving people. It takes a video frame as an input and returns
a binary image where only background and foreground pixels are presented.
In Figure 4.3 you can observe foreground extracted from original frame.
4.2 Preprocessing steps
Unfortunately, after background subtraction applied, some foreground pixels
are scattered throughout the whole picture. This is mostly due to the noise
of the image. To solve this problem, preprocessing algorithms of computer
vision are used.
Applying combination of previously mentioned morphological operations
(see 1.2) to the foreground image 4.3, we can get more smooth and, most
importantly, connected areas of foreground pixels. You can see result in Fig-
ure 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Frame Workflow
4.3 Contours detection
Binary foreground image itself is not useful untill structured information is
extracted. I used contours to identify foreground objects. Contour is just a
curve joining all continuous points having the same color. In case of binary
image, this is relatively simple task to achieve. It’s possible to iterate through
every pixel of the image and detect connected pixel areas. These are pixels
that have the same value and are in close proximity to each other. More
about contour detection and segmentation you can find in [38, 39]. Analyzing
contour’s area and width/height ratio makes possible to filter out almost any
non human objects detected as a foreground area.
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Figure 4.2: Original Frame
Figure 4.3: Extracted foreground
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Figure 4.4: Preprocessed foreground
Figure 4.5: Human contours
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4.4 Person tracking algorithm
Algorithm which I implemented creates color model for every new person who
walks into the monitored room. Color model is implemented as a color his-
tograms (see 1.3). Initially every potential person is identified as a object
contour extracted from the foreground area. After that, each contour is be-
ing tested by several parameters, such as height-width ratio, minimum area,
maximum area etc. Every contour that passed those tests is being considered
as a human. The next step is to determine whether some of these contours
represent new persons in the room or they represent people who are already
being tracked by the system 2. If this is a new person on the scene, program
calculates and saves its color histogram. From now on this person is being
tracked. If a person is already tracked by the program, its histogram and
position data is updated.
To decide if a tracked person is presented on the scene, back projection
is used. Based on a histogram of each particular person, back projection is
calculated. Figure 4.6 shows a result of back projection for male person’s
color histogram. Figure 4.7 shows a result for female person. As you can see,
some of pixels are misdetected. This is due to the fact, that both persons
have similar color distributions (mostly defined by body skin). Nevertheless,
you can see prevalence of male person related pixels in 4.6 and prevalence of
female person pixels in 4.7. Comparing positions of back projection pixels and
locations of previously found contours 4.5, I was able to predict which contour
represents which person. If there was no mapping between any of histograms
and a contour, then I assume that it represents a new person. Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9 show the results of mapping between foreground contours and
people that are already tracked by the system. The color model is used during
all the time person being in this room.
4.5 Positioning using homography matrices
Detecting people on the image gives us results expressed in a frame pixel
coordinate system. To give meaning to them I had to transform them to
logical coordinates which will be used as an output. In other words, camera
has to be calibrated. To transform coordinates I used homography. Based on
[40], homography is a way to transform coordinates from one space to another
assuming that they are placed on the same surface. If I can say it simply,
homography is a matrix which translates points from one system to another.
To establish this matrix coordinates of at least four points from both systems
are needed. I used OpenCV’s findHomography function for this.
2The color model of this person is already calculated by the program
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Figure 4.6: Male person back projection
Figure 4.7: Female person back projection
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Figure 4.8: Male person back projection with contours
Figure 4.9: Female person back projection with contours
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Figure 4.10: Coordinates conversion using homography
Taken from [41]
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Chapter 5
Implementation
In Chapter 4 I presented a conceptual solution in order to perform my task. In
this chapter I aim to describe the application implementation in more technical
terms.
5.1 Hardware
During this project, I used two machines. One of them is Mac OS which runs
on 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5 and has 4GB of RAM. A Windows machine was
also used. It has Intel Core i5 4th Gen 4200M (2.50 GHz) processor and 6GB
of main memory. The project was developed, built and tested on these two
computers.
5.2 Selected software and tools
The choise of programming language used for this project has far-reaching
consequences. Some programming languages will be effective for some kinds
of projects while others won’t. Every language is created to solve its own
range of tasks. While languages such as C/C++ are more suitable to cre-
ate robust system applications, another, like PHP, JavaScript are intended
to solve web-specific tasks. Another significant factor is an experience in lan-
guage. Analyzing all possible languages I chose Java as a multipurpose mature
programming language with huge history and a host of available libraries and
frameworks. In addition, Java eases the programmer’s task. JVM has an em-
bedded garbage collector which takes care of memory and lets the programmer
concentrate more on the problem domain. It also enables writing of a single
source code for different platforms. Exceptions are some platform-specific
libraries.
Almost any software project has dependencies. These are different lib-
raries and frameworks. I used several libraries in my project. One of them
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is OpenCV. OpenCV is an open source computer vision and machine learn-
ing library. It also contains a module which works with image/video files of
different formats. It’s BSD-licensed and free to use in commercial products.
The library has an avid and flourishing community and used by many well-
established companies. It’s written natively in C/C++ and has several inter-
faces including Java. It works on different platforms such as Windows, Linux,
Mac OS and Android [42]. In addition, some supporting libraries were used.
Apache Commons Configuration [43] is used to implement convenient way to
read configuration files. It provides universal interface for any configuration
data sources. Apache Commons IO [44] was used to process file names. Zip4j
library [45] was used to compress and archive files to zip and unzip files.
Every more or less large-scale project needs a build system. A build system
is a tool that allows the developer to automate the process of compiling source
code to a binary file. Every build system has its own pros and cons. [46]
provides a good overview of the most popular Java build systems. For my
project I decided to use Apache Ant [47]. Nowadays Ant is one of the oldest
build systems for Java, nevertheless, it is still used in many projects. In my
case, I used Ant because of the OpenCV library. Since OpenCV is natively
written in C/C++ it’s not completely platform independent. The only part of
library which is written in Java and portable to other platforms without any
changes is the interface code. All the payload code however is still in C/C++
and it’s necessary to compile this code as a sharedlibrary for every platform
separately. It was easy to manually setup all library-specific configurations
using Apache Ant.
Eclipse [48] was chosen as a main IDE for development. It’s a famous
Integrated Development Environment which mainly supports Java program-
ming language. Also it has support for different languages, such as C/C++
and PHP.
5.3 Graphical user interface
Any bigger software project usually has Graphical User Interface (GUI). Graph-
ical interface is created to facilitate the workflow of the users. It can be
desktop interface or web interface. In case of this task desktop interface is
more appropriate. Figures 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show implemented windows of
the application.
5.4 Application architecure
This section consists of overall description of application architecture followed
by sections dedicated to each individual package of the program. Project is
implemented in Java and it’s divided to several packages. Each package is
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Figure 5.1: Main window screenshot
Figure 5.2: Record window screenshot
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Figure 5.3: Coordinates dialog
Figure 5.4: Save matrix error message
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Figure 5.5: Class diagram
responsible for its own functionality. There are four main packages. Each of
them is described in further subsections.
On figure 4.1 you can look through the class diagram which is a visual
representation of application architecture.
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5.4.1 App package
In App package the most important class is located. It’s Application class.
It’s an essential link between all the parts of application. This class makes
all modules work together. When the program starts, Application object is
created. After all initialization steps are finished, main window is shown. To
be able to react on GUI events, Application implements interface called IWin-
dowEventListener. Interface is designed to regulate communication between
GUI classes and application.
5.4.2 Providers package
Providers package contains classes which are responsible for video/camera
playback and recording. To make system flexible, interfaces were declared.
IVideoProvider and ICameraProvider are inherited from parent IProvider
interface, since both of them share playback related functionalities. Every
class which implements these interfaces has to be able to initialize playback,
fetch next frame from the source, finish playback, get some meta data etc.
IVideoRecorder is designed to declare video recording interface. Implementa-
tion classes are also presented in this package.
5.4.3 UI package
Classes presented in this package, organize structural hierarchy of elements
which implements Graphical User Interface. At the top of this hierarchy is ab-
stract BaseWindow class. It incapsulates all the necessary functions and prop-
erties which are important for all windows in this application. Any window
should have at least one FrameViewer object to play video on. FrameViewer
is an additional class which represents user interface element capable to show
video frames. Since playing video is a computationally complex process, it has
to be done in seperate thread. User interface thread should be free from such
tasks and must be always responsible. All multithreading is incapsulated in
BaseWindow class. BaseWindow has two child classes. The first one is Main-
Window. MainWindow is shown to the user when application starts. The
second is RecordWindow. RecordWindow is designed to calibrate cameras
and record video from them together.
5.4.4 Algorithm package
Substantive work on a human tracking itself is done in PeopleDetector class.
This class encapsulates algorithm of people detection and tracking described
in Chapter 4.
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5.5 Video files format
Thesis’s objective implies that application has to store several video files. One
per each camera. Moreover, each record has its own homogaphy matrix 3. I
could save them as they are in file system. But for the user’s convenience I
decided to store them as a single file. The most suitable way was to compress
all these files and archive them. To achieve that I used Zip4j. It’s a Java
library which enables to compress and archive files. While recording, video
application records each one of them as a temporary file and archives them
into a single archive when recording is finished. After that, user can simply
select the archive in application and system will automatically unarchive the
file and load all the necessary content to the memory.
5.6 Application output
As I’ve stated in introduction, application has to provide output in the form of
heat map. Heat map is a convenient way to present three dimensional data.
To convert position data to the image of a heat map JHeatChart library
was used. Figure 5.6 shows an example of a heatmap generated by applic-
ation. Figure 5.7 visually presents how this heatmap is related to the space
wich it represents. It has axes which represent logical coordinate system of
the monitored room. White area shows a place where nobody was detected.
Bright-red cells represent regions with low frequency of people being there.
Dark red points show places with high people traffic intensity.
5.7 Installation
Installation manual is presented in readme.txt file in the attached materials.
3For camera calibration
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Figure 5.6: Heatmap example
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5.7. Installation
Figure 5.7: Heatmap mockup
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Figure 5.8: Table example
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Testing
Testing is a crucial part of any software project development. Testing prevents
from developing application in a wrong way and makes possible to check if
program works as it was intended to work.
6.1 Testing environment
Because it was almost impossible to test application during development cycle
in real environment, I created a special mockup which models a simple room.
It’s made of cardboard paper and has thick walls which makes easy to attach
cameras on them. I bought several color web cameras. On Figure 6.1 you
can see my testing environment. I created two paper human models. They
emulate male and female persons. I used them to test application with one
camera device. They didn’t work for several cameras system’s configuration
because of their flatness. To solve this problem I used toy models. You can
see them on Figure 6.2.
6.2 Intermediate results
Since detection algorithm filters out non-human objects based on contours
parameters, it has to be configured specifically for each new scene setup. In
some cases cameras can be placed further or higher so it can influence approx-
imate size of the detected persons on the image. Configuration has a crucial
influence on algorithm’s efficiency. On Figure 6.3 you can see an example of
an improperly configured parameters of application. Due to the small lighting
change on the scene false person detection appeared. This is corrected by
increasing a minimum area of foreground area to be considered a human.
Using testing environment described above, I recorded several videos. One
of them is in atteched materials. It’s an archive called ”example.zip”.
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Figure 6.1: Testing environment
Figure 6.2: Toy models
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6.2. Intermediate results
Figure 6.3: False detection
Figure 6.4: No false detection
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Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis was to propose and implement software application
that will be able to detect and track people using several video cemaras. As
part of the work I presented a brief overview of existing solutions and created
an application which is capable to detect and track persons on the image. This
application meets all requirements described in Chapter 2. The weak side of
the selected approach is that application has to be configured every time scene
is changed (discussed in 6.2). Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to test application
on an appropriate scale and run tests in real conditions. Anyway, I think that
approach that I chose to achieve the task, can be further developed and can
be used in real environment.
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AppendixA
Acronyms
GUI Graphical user interface
HOG Histograms of oriented gradients
RGB Red Green Blue color model
MS Merge-Split approach
ST Straight-Through approach
KDE Kernel Density Estimation
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AppendixB
Contents of enclosed CD
readme.txt.............................the file with project description
PeopleTrackingSystem ........... the root directory of the Java project
src....................................the directory of source codes
lib...................................the directory of Java libraries
lib/native ..................... the directory of native libraries
config.properties....................the project configuration file
strings.properties.....the dictionary file of strings used in project
build.xml........................................the Ant build file
BachelorsThesis.pdf ................... the thesis text in PDF format
thesis.................the directory of LATEX source codes of the thesis
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